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With rapid technology development in the fields of biomedical devices, aerospace, automobile, energy, semiconductors, biotechnology, electronics and communication, the use of micro parts and devices with micro-features has become indispensable. Micro-Electrical Discharge Machining (micro-EDM) because of its inherent characteristics is capable of fabrication of three-dimensional complex micro components and microstructures. However, due to difficulty in fully understanding of material removal mechanism, limited knowledge of process characteristics, lower material removal rate compared with other micromachining technique, the micro-EDM is only used in niche application. Therefore, in order to fully utilize the potential of micro-EDM, focused studies are needed to understand the fundamentals of process mechanism through crater formation, tool wear, debris formation, relationship between process parameter and process performance measures.

The aim of this research work is to develop a predictive thermal model for the simulation of single-spark micro-EDM at anode surface. Finite Element Analysis was performed to solve this model using commercial available software COMSOL. This model assumed a Gaussian distribution heat flux, constant heat flux radius, constant fraction of total energy transferred to anode, temperature dependent material properties to perform transient thermal analysis to predict single discharge crater geometry and temperature distribution.
on the workpiece for different discharge energy levels (less than 1µJ). The simulated part whose temperature was higher than melting temperature considered as removed part. The experiments were performed for single discharge spark using a Resistor-Capacitor (RC) with titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (Grade 5) as workpiece material and tungsten as tool electrode. The experimental crater dimensions were measured by using atomic force microscope (AFM). The simulated craters dimensions were compared with experimental craters. Results showed close agreement between simulated crater radii and experimental crater radii for the discharge energy range up to 1µJ.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

With rapid technology development in the fields of biomedical devices, aerospace, automobile, energy, semiconductors, biotechnology, electronics and communication, the use of micro parts and devices with micro-features has become indispensable. The Microsystems-based products such as medical implants, drug delivery system, diagnostic devices, connectors, switches, micro-reactors, micro-engines, micro-pumps and printing heads, represents key value-adding elements for many companies and thus, an important contributor to a sustainable economy [1]. In order to meet the increasing demand of manufacturing micro products and components in terms of tighter tolerances, higher accuracy and precision, superior surface integrity, improved reliability and repeatability, the capabilities of micro-manufacturing processes have to be continuously enhanced. Therefore, the continuous research to improve existing micro-machining techniques is essential to meet future micro-manufacturing needs.

The advent of photolithography on silicon substrate has not only revolutionized micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technologies but also it has established MEMS as an earliest competitive micro-machining process [2]. However, MEMS based techniques have limitations such as inability to fabricate miniaturized products and components that require complex three dimensional and high aspect ratio features, limited selection of work materials (mostly silicon based), huge capital cost and restrictive clean environment [3, 4]
To meet these limitations of MEMS-based machining processes, traditional machining processes such as drilling, grinding, milling and turning have been evolved in micromachining application over the period of time, where tool comes in direct mechanical contact with workpiece [4, 5]. These processes are capable of not only drilling micromoles, turning cylindrical shapes and fabrication of 2D and 3D micro-features but also have high material removal rate. However these traditional machining processes have limitations such as inability to machine advance material with high hardness, fabrication of micro-parts with complex geometries, lower rigidity and incapable for mass production. To address these limitations of traditional machining processes, non-traditional machining processes are emerged as alternative techniques for micromachining[6]. Typical non-traditional machining processes are laser beam machining (LBM), focused ion beam machining (FIBM), ultrasonic machining (USM) and electrical discharge machining (EDM).

1.1 ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING (EDM)

EDM is a thermo electric process which removes material from electrically conductive workpiece using series of discrete sparks that occurring between tool and workpiece in presence of dielectric fluid. The schematic illustration of EDM is shown in Fig. 1. where both tool and workpiece are immersed in and separated by certain distance in a tank that filled with dielectric fluid.
The tool moves downward towards the workpiece until gap between tool and workpiece reaches critical value (called as spark gap) so that applied voltage is high enough to breakdown dielectric and spark discharge takes place between tool and workpiece. During the discharging process, electrical energy from a pulse generator is turned into thermal energy which generates a channel of plasma in the working gap between tool and workpiece at a very high temperature. This high temperature removes material from workpiece as well as tool by melting and vaporization. The melted material is removed in the form of debris by flowing dielectric fluid.

EDM has the following major advantages over the traditional machining process.

- Capable to machine any conductive material regardless of its hardness
- Absence of mechanical contact between the tool and workpiece which eliminates mechanical deformation problems

- The edges of parts machined are burr free

- Capable to machine complex 3D structures

- No pollution or filings that require expensive cleaning procedures

These unique features make EDM a very versatile process in the manufacturing of complex shaped dies and molds of high strength materials. However, EDM can machine only electrically conductive materials.

1.1.1 MICRO-ELECTRO DISCHARGE MACHINING (micro-EDM)

The downscaling of electrodischarge machining for machining micro parts and micro features with high accuracy is termed as micro-electrodischarge machining (micro-EDM). In micro-EDM the discharge energy between tool and workpiece is minimized and discharge current with an extremely short pulse width is used. In Micro-EDM- the principle of material removal is same as the conventional EDM i.e. by electro-thermal erosion phenomenon (absence of mechanical contact between tool and workpiece during material removal process). Micro-EDM because of its unique features such as absence of physical contact and significant forces between tool and workpiece enables to use tools with finer form and lower rigidity for machining and fabrication of intricate parts without significant tool and workpiece deflection. Also, micro-EDM requires simple equipment set up and low capital equipment cost. Micro-EDM because of its ease of implementation
stands out as most widely adopted nontraditional machining technique, outselling all other processes excluding milling, turning and grinding [7].

1.2 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

Micro-EDM is used in various specialized processes like fabrication of high aspect ratio micro-holes in inject nozzles and fuel injection nozzles as well as in manufacturing of dies and moulds for mass production of micro-parts [8]. Although micro-EDM has already carved a niche itself as reliable micro manufacturing technique with its development, there are some process shortcomings such as lower material removal rate as compared to other micro-machining techniques, difficulties in understanding material removing mechanism and the effects of process parameters on performance measures, stochastic nature of process and occurrence of tool wear which limit its ability to attain wider range of utilization [9]. Therefore recent research has been concentrated on improving micro-EDM machining performance, such as Material Removal Rate, Tool Wear Rate and surface roughness. Although many studies have been conducted to address these areas, the outcome in terms of material removal mechanism and process characteristics are not clearly understood yet. Therefore, new process modelling and simulation approach is essential in order to fully utilize the capability of micro-EDM in wide range of application.

In this study, thermal electrical theoretical model for a single discharge micro-EDM has been developed to determine crater geometry at anode at different energy level. Finite element method based commercially available software COMSOL is used to solve the underlying governing equation and associated model-specific boundary conditions. The simulation results were compared with experimental results.
The objectives of this research work are given below.

1. Conduct an experimental study to identify the relationship between discharge energy (less than 1\(\mu\)J) and crater geometry of micro-EDM.

2. Perform Finite Element Method (FEM) to predict crater geometry and temperature distribution on the workpiece for micro-EDM.

3. To validate the simulation results with experimental results.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 covered critical literature review. This literature will cover basics of EDM and process modelling in EDM and Micro-EDM

Chapter 3 includes the experimental methodology and measurement techniques used for single spark crater..

Chapter 4 presents the development of theoretical model for single discharge in micro-EDM.

Chapter 5 presents experimental results of single spark. The effect of process parameters on crater geometry is discussed. Model results were compared with experimental results.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and future work.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a literature review of electrical discharge machining (EDM) as a technique for micro machining. This chapter is divided into three sections: 1. Basics of EDM, 2. Review of process modelling in EDM and micro-EDM and 3. Conclusion of literature review. The basics of EDM will provide the evolution of EDM, theory of EDM process and a comparison between EDM and micro-EDM.

2.1 Basics of EDM

The basics of EDM are first presented in the literature review prior to a critical literature review on process modelling of EDM and micro-EDM. This section presents a brief history of EDM and theory of EDM process in order to understand the EDM process. Finally, the last part describes distinction between EDM and micro-EDM. While covering EDM process theory, the material removal mechanism by electro-thermal nature, EDM process parameters and process performance are described.

2.1.1 Evolution of EDM Process

The origin of EDM can be traced as far as in 1770 when English chemist Joseph Priestly firstly detected the erosive effect of electrical discharge machining on metals [10]. However, due to the same volume of the workpiece and electrode material removal during the process, it was difficult to utilize this process efficiently. In 1943, the Russian scientists Boris Lazerenko and Natalya Lazerenko carried out revolutionary work on
Electrical Discharge Machining at Moscow University[10]. The Lazerenkos developed a spark machining process by analyzing the destructive properties of electrical discharge. The Lazenko EDM system used resistance-capacitance (RC) power supply, which became the model for future RC-type pulse generating systems in use for EDM technology.

The pulse generating system is one of the key elements in EDM which provides energy across the discharge gap to remove material. It directly affects the machining speed, machining precision, machining stability, surface roughness of workpiece and tool wear ratio in EDM [11]. The most commercially used pulse generators in EDM are Resistance-Capacitance (RC) type and Transistor-type pulse generators. RC-type generators provide small discharge energies with very short pulse on time interval of sub-microsecond range therefore they are used in finishing and micro-machining [12]. Transistor-type generators are capable of generating higher frequency isopulses, i.e., repeated pulses with identical duration and magnitude; therefore they are employed in production of machined surfaces with controlled finishes [13, 14]. Although developed transistor-type isopulse generators are suitable for micromachining through evaluation of machining characteristic, RC-type pulse generators are still commonly used due to its simplicity of design.

In order to use EDM as reliable machining technique while making consistent efforts in obtaining continuous machining performance outcomes and achieve accurate control of machining process, it is necessary to explore ways of process planning by process characteristics knowledge. Thus, extensive research and development effort have been directed in establishing EDM process characteristics, optimizing process parameters
based on process analysis[15, 16], advance process modelling [17-19], monitoring, control and automation [20, 21].

The increase in popularity of EDM in manufacturing world caused the shift from basic research to a more pragmatic, applied research [22]. Therefore, much research interest has focused in new EDM technique such as micro-machining [23, 24], machining of insulating ceramic materials [25, 26], powder mixed dielectric EDM machining [27, 28], hybrid processes by combining EDM with other machining [29, 30], dry EDM [31-34] and near dry EDM [35].

2.1.1.1 Application of Micro-EDM in micro-machining

The downscaling of EDM to micro level in micromachining application is defined as Micro-EDM. The unique features of Micro-EDM which makes its one of the most powerful micro-machining technique in comparison with other micro machining techniques are highlighted as follows.

- Suitable for machining any electrically conductive and semi-conductive material
- Absence of mechanical contact between tool electrode and workpiece
- Negligible contact forces induced between tool electrode and workpiece
- Capable to machine high aspect ratio features
- Capable to machine three dimensional features
- Capable to machine complex features in single workpiece setting
- Capable to machine with minimal formation of burrs at machined edges
• A relatively versatile, reliable and cost effective machining method

The unique feature which makes Micro-EDM as one of the important process in micromachining is its ability to machine any material with electrical resistivity up to 100 $\Omega$ cm [36], with high surface accuracy regardless of its hardness and without additional workpiece conditioning [37]. As there is no physical contact between tool electrode and workpiece, the machining forces are very low during the machining. This enables to use thin tools for machining complex features with minimal tool and workpiece deflection. Micro-EDM is capable of not only drilling micro holes with high respect ratio and blind non circular holes with sharp corners and edges [38] but also milling three-dimensional profiles without repositioning workpiece to ensure minimal positioning errors [39]. Micro EDM allows obtaining high quality in shape and texture of machined surface with minimum burrs [40] or without burrs [41] which reduces manufacturing time in terms of performing deburring processes and avoid damage of micro-features. Due to simple equipment set up and low capital cost, Micro EDM becomes cost effective, reliable and versatile micro machining technique.

In a review of developments in three dimensional micro machining using machine tools, it was proposed that Micro-EDM is the most effective technique for machining concave shapes due to the negligible machining forces and the ease of incorporating tool making subsystem such as wire electro discharge grinder (WEDG) on the Micro-EDM machine [42]. Moreover, It was indicated that Micro-EDM can be extensively adopted in EDM application [10]. Micro-EDM has been successfully tested for fabrication of micro-holes on insulating ceramics using assisted electrode method similar to EDM [43]. In addition, Micro-EDM has demonstrated its versatility in complex three dimensional structuring of
silicon through fabrication of various features which were proved to be difficult using MEMS based etching process [44]. Furthermore, Micro-EDM have been used in developing hybrid micro-machining process (HMP) in which Micro-EDM is combined with other material removing process such as laser machining to exploit synergism of these processes in terms of improving material removal or facilitating better machining conditions[45]. Based on the feasibility of applying EDM as alternative micro machining technique, Micro-EDM process has been developed over wide range of mode of applications such as die-sinking [46], drilling [47], milling [48], wire cutting [49], wire grinding [23] and turning [50]. However, the true potential of these processes measured in terms of their commercial applications are still limited to niche areas such as spinneret holes for synthetic fibers, production of tapered holes for diesel fuel injection nozzles, drilling of high aspect ratio micro-holes for inject-nozzles and micro-moulds making for mass replication processes [8]. To further enhance Micro-EDM technology’s competitiveness as alternative micro-machining technique and to meet the growing demand of miniaturized, precision parts in different industry application, it is necessary to improve machining performance of the Micro-EDM process by understanding EDM process characteristics.

2.1.2 Theory of EDM Process

Almost about 70 years passed since the discovery of EDM technology, the exact physical phenomenon taking place during material removal in EDM is not yet fully understood [51]. The various theories based on theoretical and experimental research have been proposed to address the material removal mechanism of the EDM process. These theories
can be broadly categorized into two modes such as “electro-thermal mechanism” and “electro-mechanical mechanism” [52].

Electro-thermal Mechanism – It is suggested that thermal melting and superheating are the dominant mechanism for the electrode material removal due to heat transfer from a superheated and highly pressurized plasma channel formed between the electrodes during an electrical discharge [53].

Electro-mechanical Mechanism – It is suggested that “yielding” is the main mechanism for electrode material removal for short pulses (discharge duration <5 µs) due to stresses generated within electrode by electrostatic forces acting on the electrode surface such that regions subjected to higher stresses than material yield strength [54].

Out of these two modes, electro-thermal mechanism is the most widely accepted process mechanism, which is discussed more in detail in the following section.

2.1.1.2 The electro-thermal mode of material removal

The electro-thermal material removal mechanism composed of three stages namely, pre-discharge phase, discharge phase and post-discharge phase. The following phases shown in figure 2.1 illustrate electro-thermal material removal mechanism.

b) In a typical EDM process, the electric discharge occurs in between positively-charged anode and negatively charged cathode in presence of a dielectric medium. When electric voltage input is applied across the cathode and anode, cathode emits the electrons.

c) The electrons emitted from cathode collide with neutral atoms and particles in presence of dielectric medium along their path in between cathode and anode. This
results in formation of more electrons and ions. However, in some cases the conducting particles, such as debris of previous discharges are concentrated and attracted to areas with high electrical field intensity. The accumulation of particles aids in creating a bridging effect which reduces the inter-electrode gap and helps in discharge initiation.

d) Due to the difference between mass of newly formed electrons and ions, newly formed electrons move at faster speed towards the anode as compared to ions which move towards the cathode. During this process electrons get accelerated, more electrons and ions would get generated due to the collision with more neutral atoms and particles. This cyclic process resulting in avalanche like formation of electrons and ions is known as impact ionisation. After the abridgment of inter-electrode gap by electrons, the dielectric breakdown occurs and discharge phase begins.
Figure 2.1 Electro thermal material removal mechanism
e) After breakdown, resulting conductive channel aids in easy movement of emitted electrons from cathode towards anode and intensifies the impact ionisation. This impact ionisation leads to formation of a plasma channel which generates a high heat flux because of its high current density. This plasma channel causes melting of electrodes. The temperature of plasma channel has been measured experimentally using the spectroscopy. It was reported that plasma channel temperature range from 4000K to 8000K [55, 56] and 8000K to 10000K [56].

f) The plasma channel continues to expand rapidly with continued emission of electron from cathode. During this phase, the high temperature from plasma vaporizes, disassociates and ionizes the dielectric at interface of plasma channel and dielectric, causing the formation and rapid expansion of a gas bubble [53]. The pressure within bubble becomes very high due to the inertia and viscosity of dielectric and the boundary between bubble and dielectric expands with the several tens m/s [12]. It was reported that pressure builds within bubble range between 6bars and 14 bars [57]. This bubble pressure plays a significant role in superheating molten material with minimal vaporization [58] which results in formation of a pool of molten material, called as a melt pool. Some of the molten material gets pushed out from the melt pool due to pressure within bubble. It was suggested that the anode melts first before cathode because the electrons in the plasma channel move faster than ions and therefore a larger melt pool formed at the anode during the initial stages of discharge [59]. As the discharge durations in micro-EDM are in sub-microsecond range, the workpiece is set as anode and tool electrode set as cathode so that material removal is greater than tool wear.
g) Heat flux density afterward decreases at the anode with further expansion of plasma channel. It supports re-solidification of molten material as heat is conducted away from the melt pool through base material. However the molten material at cathode increases due to the impact of lower moving speed of positive ions [59]. Similar to the anode, some of the molten material also gets pushed out from the melt pool due to the pressure within bubble. This discharge phase comes to end when the discharge voltage applied across the electrodes is turned off or discharge current stops.

h) When the supplied voltage or discharge current is turned off, the plasma channel collapses and bubble implodes violently and dielectric flushes in. The implosive force due to the sudden drop of pressure causes the molten material in the melt to be partially expelled. As the majority of molten material re-solidifies at the anode before the collapse of plasma channel, there will be minimum expulsion of material occurred.

i) The dielectric cools and solidifies the expelled molten material. The sudden drop in temperature due to dielectric rush retains molten material in melt pool which re-solidifies as recast region of resulting crater.
2.1.2.2 Process Parameters and Performance measures

Process parameters are the controllable input variables that affect the machining condition of the micro-EDM process. These machining conditions determine the process performance result, which are assessed by performance measures. The process parameters and their effects on the machining condition are enlisted in table 2.1. The various performance measures that are used to determine process performance results are presented in table 2.2.

**Table 2.1 Process parameters effects on machining condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process parameter</th>
<th>Effect on machining condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse on time</td>
<td>Pulse on time is the discharge duration in which material removal takes place. During this time period current flows through cathode towards work material which results in formation of plasma channel causing heating of material. The longer the pulse on time, higher is the single pulse Discharge energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse off time</td>
<td>Pulse off time is the time duration between two consecutive pulses on time period. During this time period, there is no discharge takes place between two electrodes as pulse generator is sets off is sets of in zero state. This parameter is important in order to make sure that deionization of dielectric takes place from previous discharge and dielectric regain its insulating properties. The Longer pulse off time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process parameter</td>
<td>Effect on machining condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulseoff time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>Input voltage applied when the distance between tool electrode and material is too large, is called as open circuit voltage (Voc). As there is no flow of current between tool electrode and material, this parameter do not contribute to any material removal or tool wear. During this condition Voc increases until it creates ionization path through dielectric. Once the dielectric ionization occurs, current starts to flow. As current flows through dielectric, Voc drops to discharge voltage ($V_d$). Higher $V_d$ settings increases discharge energy and also helps in improving flushing condition by increasing the gap distance. As voltage $V_d$ is not constant during pulse on time, $V_d$ quantified as average discharge voltage ($V_{av}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The discharge current ($I_d$) is known as the quantity of electrical charges flowing between the tool and workpiece electrode through dielectric medium. This parameter is important in Edm machining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
because it causes primary heating mechanism. The discharge energy increases with increase in \( I_d \). In an RC-type pulse generator, \( I_d \) is not constant during pulse on time, \( I_d \) quantified as average discharge current (\( I_{av} \)) or peak discharge current (\( I_{pk} \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discharge Gap distance</th>
<th>Discharge Gap distance is the maximum distance between the tool electrode and workpiece material where spark occurs. It is influenced by discharge energy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process parameter</th>
<th>Effect on machining condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Energy</td>
<td>Input discharge energy (( E_{in} )), also referred as discharge energy, and is electrical energy used for material removal in discharge machining. In an RC-type pulse generator, this discharge energy is equal to stored energy in capacitor which depends upon applied capacitance and ( V_{oc} ). The amount of discharge is quantified from measured pulse on time, discharge voltage and discharge current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>Dielectric act as medium which allow the controlled spark across the gap between tool electrode and workpiece. Plasma channel growth, force of plasma channel implosion and expulsion of molten material are effected partly by the dielectric medium. Dielectric medium acts as</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quenching medium to cool and solidify the expelled molten material into debris during discharge. It helps in debris flushing by carrying away solidified debris across discharge gap. It also acts as heat transfer medium to absorb and cools the electrode and workpiece by drawing away the heat generated from the discharge locations. The selection of dielectric is crucial in EDM process because the properties of dielectric affect the processes performance with change in machining condition across the spark gap [60, 61].

| Electrode Polarity | Polarity of pulse generator connected to tool electrode and workpiece can either be positive or negative depending upon the wear dominance of respective electrode during pulse on time. In general, the polarity of cathode in Micro-EDM is negative so that wear of workpiece dominates. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process parameter</th>
<th>Effect on machining condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flushing</td>
<td>Flushing is the process of removing the debris from the discharge gap and improves surface finish of machined material. It also supply fresh dielectric to the dielectric gap and cools the both electrode and workpiece. The insufficient flushing can results into unstable machining due to the accumulation of debris within the discharge gap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It was found that flushing affects MRR and TWR in roughing process, also it affects the SI in finishing process [62]. In order to obtain good flushing condition in the discharge gap for conventional EDM, various methods have been developed such as forced flushing, jet flushing, immersion flushing and modification of tool electrode [63]. However, most of these methods are not suitable for micro-EDM due to the tool electrode and machined feature small size limitation and induced vibration which leads to bending or breakage of tool or feature. In micro-EDM, flushing effects are typically obtained by rotary motion of electrode or the workpiece [50, 64], ultrasonic vibration [65], magnetic field flushing [66] and gravity assisted flushing [67].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance measure</th>
<th>Process Performance result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Removal Rate (MRR)</td>
<td>MRR is considered as primary performance measure which reflects the erosion rate of the workpiece. Beside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the volumetric amount of workpiece material removal per unit time, the speed at which machining is carried also quantified in MRR measurement. MRR can be expressed as the ratio of volume of material removed from the workpiece to the total machining time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance measure</th>
<th>Process Performance result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool Wear rate (TWR)</td>
<td>TWR is considered as performance measure which reflects the erosion rate of the tool electrode. Beside the volumetric amount of workpiece material removal per unit time, it also plays an important role in geometrical accuracy of machined feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear ratio (WR)</td>
<td>WR in micro-EDM is influenced by parameters such as TWR and MRR. WR is expressed as the ratio of TWR/MRR. This parameter is used to quantify tool-workpiece material combination pairs as different material combination leads to different TWR and MRR values. TWR can be improved by using a material combination pair which gives optimal TWR and MRR condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Integrity (SI)</td>
<td>Surface Integrity is a crucial performance measure used to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
describe the inherent or enhanced condition of the machined surface, comprises surface roughness (SR), depth of heat affected zone (HAZ), recast layer thickness and micro crack density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface roughness (SR)</th>
<th>Surface roughness (SR) is a performance measure that expresses the texture of the machined surface. The most commonly used parameters to measure the SR are Ra (arithmetic mean roughness value), Rmax (maximum peak-to-valley height) and Rq (root mean square roughness value). It has been reported that discharge energy influences surface roughness [68, 69].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recast layer thickness</td>
<td>Recast layer is an uneven, non-etchable topmost surface layered of machined surface which is formed by molten material solidifying at high temperature after discharge process. This layer is often referred as “white layer”. It has been reported that recast layer thickness is more influenced by pulse on time than peak current [68, 69].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Heat affected zone (HAZ) is a layer, just below the recast layer, which has been subjected to the high temperatures of electrical discharge such that material did not melt but sufficient enough to cause a phase transformation, similar to that of heat treatment processes. The discharge energy magnitude influences HAZ [68, 69].

Micro-crack density defined as the severity of micro-crack exists on the machined surface. These micro-cracks typically found in the recast layer but rarely extended beyond the recast layer. It has been found that discharge current and pulse combination pairs are having more dominant effect on micro-crack density compared to discharge energy [69].

The selection of process parameters combination for obtaining consistent machining performance in EDM is a challenging task due to the stochastic nature of EDM process and complex relationship between process parameters and process performance. Therefore, studies have been conducted to identify optimal process parameter combination by process analysis [70, 71]. Moreover, process modelling studies have been done to form expression between process performance and process parameters in order to better control the EDM process and predict its performance results [72, 73].
2.1.3 Comparison of Conventional (macro) EDM and micro-EDM

Micro-EDM is derived from macro EDM by reducing the discharge energy and enhancing the positioning accuracy. The working principle of Micro-EDM is similar to conventional (macro) EDM. The differences between these two are summarized in table 2.3.
### Table 2.3 Comparison between micro-EDM and conventional EDM [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional (macro) EDM</th>
<th>Micro-EDM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The need of tool electrode precision and the clamping system (repeat accuracy) in conventional EDM is not high</td>
<td>The need of tool electrode precision and the clamping system (repeat accuracy) in Micro-EDM is very high (□ 1µm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need of tool electrode precision and the clamping system (repeat accuracy) in conventional EDM is not high</td>
<td>The need of tool electrode precision and the clamping system (repeat accuracy) in Micro-EDM is very high (□ 1µm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typically used to machine large hole or pocket (&gt;500 µm)</td>
<td>Typically used to machine small hole or pocket (&lt; 500 µm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The discharge gap distance between tool electrode and workpiece is large (&gt;10 µm)</td>
<td>The discharge gap distance between tool electrode and workpiece is small (&lt; 10 µm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse on time in conventional macro EDM is large (&gt;1 µs)</td>
<td>Pulse on time in Micro-EDM is small (&lt; 1 µs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak current is large (&gt; 3.5 A)</td>
<td>Peak current is small (&lt; 3.5 A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge energy is large (&gt; 25µJ)</td>
<td>Discharge energy is small (&lt; 25µJ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The material removal rate in macro EDM is high</td>
<td>The material removal rate in micro-EDM is low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet flushing method is typically employed in EDM</td>
<td>Electrode rotation technique is employed for flushing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Erosion rate in conventional EDM can be maximized within the allowable surface tolerances. Surface roughness in Micro-EDM can be optimized within the erosion rate tolerances.

### 2.2 Process modelling in EDM and micro-EDM

Researchers have conducted both theoretical and empirical studies to investigate the influence of process parameters on the process performance in EDM and Micro-EDM. These studies help in formulating the process models, which are useful in improving the process performance through the selection of parameters according to the desired machining outcome [19], and in obtaining the required quantitative relation for on-line adaptive control of the EDM process [18]. The models which are formulated by theoretical approach uses equations based on universal principles. These basic equations are then combined with equations of state that are estimated using empirical data. On the other hand, the models formulated by empirical approach uses empirical data obtained from different statistical methods, such as Taguchi method [15], response surface methodology [74], regression modelling [73], factorial design method [69], forecasting method such as artificial neural network [75] and residual grey dynamic model [72]. Although both theoretical and empirical models have been developed in order to predict the performance measures and process control, only theoretical models have the capability to address underlying principles and the physics behind the material removal mechanism in the process. Therefore, a theoretical approach was used in this work for modelling of the crater size of anode and review on theoretical modelling was done.
In order to determine crater size and performance measures in a single discharge EDM and Micro-EDM process, it is important to perform the heat conduction analysis due to heat input from a single discharge. Although both numerical and analytical modelling approaches can be used in order to obtain solutions for heat conduction analysis, numerical approach provide greater flexibility in applying thermal loadings, boundary conditions and material properties. However, in the analysis of heat conduction using both these approaches requires fundamental parameters such as characteristics of heat source and heat flux, duration of time for heat application and material properties. Based on process characteristics, modelling can be divided into three regions, namely, cathode erosion, anode erosion and plasma channel.

An electro-thermal model was developed for EDM, in which a disk shape heat source was used to simulate the thermal heat input into the workpiece, which was assumed as a semi infinite cylinder [76]. The fraction of discharge energy transferred to workpiece and tool was assumed to be equal i.e. 50% ($F_c = 0.5$). The radius of heat flux and the thermophysical properties of the workpiece material over the whole temperature range were assumed as constant. The result of the temperature distribution of this model was found as a bowl shape with a nearly flat bottom surface. It was found that the calculated melting point isothermals were in good agreement with measured cross section of craters.

A two dimensional heat flow erosion model was proposed for workpiece material. In this model infinite and finite cylindrical surface for workpiece in the radial direction was assumed [77]. The heat source was assumed as circular shape and also fraction of discharge energy transferred to both electrodes was assumed equal i.e. 50%. However, the analysis was done only in finite z direction, as this model was very similar to Snoey’s
model (Snoey and Van Dijck, 1971). The characteristics of temperature distribution of this model were found to be similar to Snoey’s model with larger affected surface distance for same temperature [78].

A model using a semi-infinite cylinder surface for workpiece with a disk shaped heat source was developed [79, 80]. However, this model was not specifically developed for the EDM process and constant heat flux, as the heat input was assumed without taking the account of fraction energy transferred to the workpiece. This model’s temperature distribution results were found to be almost similar with Snoey’s model [78].

An erosion model was presented by assuming a uniformly disc shaped heat source situated between two semi-infinite bodies (tool and electrode) and time dependant heat flux radius for single spark EDM [16, 58, 81]. This model assumed that conduction is the only medium for heat transfer from plasma channel to tool and workpiece. The fraction of total energy liberated through the conduction across the discharge gap was assumed as 90% and equally distributed to workpiece and tool ($F_c = 0.5$). This model yields accurate results for depth-to-diameter ratio of craters with experimental results due to incorporation of growing plasma channel.

A hybrid thermal model was developed by integrating empirical equation obtained using a stochastic methodology called Data Dependent Systems (DDS) [82], with heat conduction equation solved for transient temperature distribution. This temperature distribution was used to determine material melting temperature isotherm, which represents the geometry of characteristic crater. Based on the geometry of crater, the erosion rate per discharge was predicted.
A one dimensional heat flow cathode erosion model was developed by using point heat source which accepts power rather than temperature as the boundary condition at plasma channel/cathode interface instead of a disk shape for conduction [59]. The fraction of total power transferred to cathode was assumed as 18% ($F_c = 0.18$). This fraction power was measured using a current signal measurement from highly precision data. The average thermophysical properties of the material were applied over the temperature range from solid to liquid state. The resulting temperature profile obtained was spherical.

An electro-thermal model for anode erosion was proposed by utilizing an expanding circular heat source which accepts power rather than temperature as boundary condition at plasma channel/cathode interface for conduction [83]. The fraction of total power transferred to anode was assumed as 8% ($F_a = 0.8\%$). This model considered Gaussian distributed heat flux on the surface of anode, which is assumed to be produced by supplied power and grow with time. The model estimated not only the rapid melting of anode material but also subsequent resolidification of the material for longer pulse on time.

A variable mass, cylindrical plasma model was developed which expands with time for EDM spark process in liquid media [53]. This model estimated plasma enthalpy, mass density by incorporating thermophysical property subroutine and particle fraction by inclusion of the heats of dissociation and ionization for plasma created from demonized water as dielectric medium. This model provides important plasma parameters such plasma radius, temperature, plasma pressure, plasma mass and power fraction transferred
to plasma. This model estimated unique high pressure which showed that superheating is the dominant factor for EDM spark erosion.

A model based on Finite Element Method was presented to predict material removal rate and depth of damaged layer [84]. This method was used to solve heat conduction equation for workpiece due to melting and simulations for single spark in the form of pulses. It was assumed that width and depth of formed crater depends on spark-radius and power intensity. The model estimated that MRR increases with power per cycle and decreases with an increase in machining cycle time.

A model based on electro-mechanical mechanism was proposed for EDM process [54]. This model estimated that the electrostatic force was an important factor in material removal for short pulse on time duration below 5µs and considers thermal melting effects as insignificant in short pulse duration.

A model based on Finite Element Method was developed by using discharge power as boundary condition using commercial software called DEFROM to predict temperature distribution, material transformation, residual stress and final crater shape for single spark EDM process using Eubank’s data [85]. It was found that the final shape of crater from DEFROM simulation result had depression in the middle with edges. However, the theoretical crater size by this model study had not compared with experimental crater size.

A thermal-electrical model was presented based on Joule heating effect in the discharge channel using Finite Element Analysis for a single discharge EDM process [86]. This model assumed equivalent heat input radius, which is dependent on current intensity and
pulse duration. The thermo-physical properties of material used in this model assumed as average of both ambient and melting value. The resulting melting volume per discharge pulse was compared with experimental result of the Agie SIT data [59]. The author reported that Joule heating effect is the main source of thermal energy to increase discharge channel temperature and melting of both the electrodes.

A non-linear, transient, thermo-physical model was developed to predict the shape of crater cavity and material removal rate for single spark die sinking EDM process using Finite Element Method (FEM) [87]. This model considered realistic assumptions such as Gaussian distribution of heat flux, spark radius based on discharge current and discharge duration, and latent heat of melting. It has been reported that energy distribution factor for cathode varies with energy zones such as 0.183 for lower energy zones (up to 100 mJ) and 0.183-0.2 for medium energy zone (100-650 mJ). It was found that MRR values and crater cavity shapes predicted by this model were closer to the experimental results.

Although the theoretical models for both EDM and Micro-EDM share similar underlying principles, there are differences in electrical discharge characteristics for these two processes in terms of discharge energy, pulse on time and time variation of discharge voltage and current. Therefore, these factors causes’ variations in modelling Micro-EDM in terms of thermal loading characteristics, boundary conditions and equation of states; which consequently influence final process performance results.

An analytical plasma channel model was presented for a single discharge Micro-EDM process [57]. This model incorporated various pre-breakdown phenomena such as current emission and bubble nucleation at micro-peaks in order to predict plasma temperature
and plasma pressure. The estimated plasma temperature and plasma pressure were found in the range of 8100±1750 K and 6-8 bars respectively. However, this model did not cover anode and cathode erosion for Micro-EDM in order to estimate the performance measures such as MRR, TWR and surface roughness.

A mathematical model was developed based on heat transfer principles, which was solved using commercial available finite element method to estimate the crater size, temperature distribution on the workpiece and residual stress on and near the crater for a single spark Micro-EDM process [88]. This model assumed the constant heat input radius with a Gaussian heat distributed heat source. The thermo-physical properties of material used in this model assumed as temperature dependent. The fraction of total energy transferred to anode was assumed as constant i.e. 8 % (F=0.08). The simulated crater dimensions and residual stresses were compared with experimental values. It was found that simulated residual stresses near the crater exceeds the ultimate strength near the spark center and decreases with increases in distance from center. However, simulated crater size was found to be much smaller than experimental crater size.

A MATLAB and FEA based thermo-numerical model was presented, which simulated the material removal mechanism and residual stress for a single discharge Micro-EDM machining on Molybdenum [89]. However, the spark radius for this model was assumed to be constant. The fraction of total energy transferred to anode was assumed constant i.e. 8 % (F=0.08). This model studied the effect of important EDM parameters such as pulse duration on crater dimension and tool wear percentage. This model compared simulated crater size with experimental data which showed that size of crater can be effectively approximated using thermo-numerical method for a single discharge Micro-EDM
process. It was found that percentage of tool wear decreases with an increase in the pulse duration. A coupled thermal-structural finite element analysis showed that tensile residual stresses builds up near the crater boundary in all direction causing surface damage such as micro-cracks. In this process the input energy range of 60 µJ to 600 µJ was used.

A theoretical model was proposed, which solved thermal conduction equation by analytical approximation approach using process parameter settings, within a range of 5 µJ to 150 µJ for predicting Micro-EDM process performance measures such as MRR, TWR and surface roughness, based on geometry of single crater [90]. The correction factors were determined by comparing performance measure values with corresponding measured values. These correction factors could be then used to recalibrate performance measures values in order to approximate analytical performance values with empirical values.

A theoretical model was proposed based on electro-thermal material removal mechanism for single discharge Micro-EDM [91]. In this model, expanding circular heat source with time varying heat flux was used as thermal loading condition for heat conduction analysis. This heat conduction model was solved using finite elements methods. This analysis showed that the plasma flushing efficiencies (PFEs) at anode for discharge energies of 1.6 µJ, 3.4 µJ and 14.6 µJ were found to be in a range of 19%, 23% and 33% respectively.
2.3 Conclusion of Literature Review

The process models developed based on theoretical approach provides not only the relation between process parameter and process performance to predict performance parameter but it also helps to better understand material removal mechanism during machining. Based on the results of studies conducted, there are certain gaps in modelling of micro-EDM process.

1. Limited studies have been carried out in anode process modelling and simulation for micro-EDM when the discharge energy is less than 1 µJ and pulse on time less than 50 nanoseconds.

2. Heat input radius equal to crater radius has not been considered in previous electro-thermal modelling approach.

CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR SINGLE SPARK ANALYSIS

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES

To better understand single spark analysis, it is necessary to identify and understand the factors affecting the crater size. The factors affecting the crater sizes have been studied by conducting series of machining experiments. This chapter initially covers the experimental set up for single spark analysis on micro-EDM. The experimental setup
consists of single discharge experiment, workpiece, tool electrode and dielectric. Later the methods used in preparation of workpiece samples and the measurement of performance parameters are discussed.

3.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup includes equipment and materials used in performing micro-EDM experiments. Based on experimental objectives, equipment's and materials were selected.

3.2.1 Micro-EDM MACHINE

The commercial Panasonic micro-EDM machine (MG-ED72W) operated with CNC Control system was used to conduct single discharge experiments with different machining parameters such as discharge energy and discharge gap distance. This unit can generate single pulse discharge resulting in distinct and ordered craters at different locations. Also, this unit equipped with data acquisition system to capture electrical parameters of each discharge so that resulting craters could be studied in relation to machining and discharge parameter used. Figure 3.1 shows the micro-EDM set up used in this for experiment. The features of machine are listed below.

3.2.1 Tool Electrode – The tool electrode is placed inside mandrel and the tool is ground to a precision on the orders of micrometers. This mandrel linked to V shaped ceramic bearing through belt connection. This belt connection enables the rotation of tool electrode with minimum eccentricity and alignment through a variable speed motor attached to mandrel. A built in wire electrical discharge grinder facilitate to reduce the
diameter of tool electrode to a required diameter and most importantly responsible for reducing eccentricities on the tool electrode.

3.2.2 X-Y table – This X-Y table consists of dielectric tank. A closed loop NC control system drives this stage at 0.1 µm using stepper motor and a ball screw attachment with glass scale positioning sensor. The workpiece is placed inside the dielectric tank.

![Figure 3.1 Micro-EDM machine](image)

The pulse generator in micro-EDM machine (MG-ED72W) is relaxation-capacitance (RC) circuit as shown in figure 3.2 consisting of open circuit voltage which could be set from 0V to 120V, resistor labeled R and four capacitors setting labeled as $C_1$, $C_2$, $C_3$ and
C₄ with capacitance values of 3300pF, 200pF, 100pF and 0pf, respectively. The tool electrode could be rotated at 3000 rev/min. Conventional polarity arrangement in micro-EDM could be selected through a connecting RC pulse generator to tool electrode and anode such a way that tool electrode is place as cathode and workpiece as anode.

![Figure 3.2 RC pulse generator for micro-EDM](image)

The following are key points about the relaxation circuit.

1. The construction of the power generator is simple and robust.
2. A very small energy is stably achieved with small pulse duration
3. The material removal rate is low because of the time required to charge the capacitor.
4. It is difficult to obtain uniform surface finish due to varying discharge energy.
5. There is possibility of thermal damage on the workpiece if dielectric strength is not recovered after previous discharge.
In spite of these limitations, the RC pulse generator can generate small discharge energy by selecting minimum capacitance value in the circuit, and hence is widely applied in micro-EDM.

### 3.2.3 Work piece and tool electrode

The work piece material used in the experiment was titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V, grade 5). The chemical compositions of the workpiece material are shown in Table while its thermo-physical properties are shown in Table. The dimension of workpiece sample is 20mm X 20mm X 1mm.

<p>| Table 3.1 Chemical composition of titanium material |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workpiece material</th>
<th>Typical chemical composition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table 3.2 Thermo-physical properties of titanium material |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Workpiece material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Titanium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, $\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>4430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity, $K$ (W/m.K)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Heat, $c$ (J/kg.K)</td>
<td>4430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting Temperature, $T_m$ (K)</td>
<td>526.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Work piece preparation

Before conducting experiment, the workpiece sample was pre-polished to achieve a mirror surface finish in order to detect distinct single discharge crater. A reference plane with different slots was made on workpiece. Then by machining at predefined locations the distinct crater size with different energy levels are were revealed and measured under SEM.

The tool electrode used in the experiment was tungsten wire electrode with diameter of 125µm. In order to detect distinct single discharge crater the diameter of 125 µm was reduced to diameter of 100 µm using wire electro discharge grinding (WEDG) system. While performing experiments for single discharge, the tool electrode was rotated at a speed of 1000rev/min.

3.4 Characterization techniques

Characterization technique infer to the measurement and inspection methods which are used to measure and/or investigate the features of interest in terms of quantitative and qualitative manner. This section covers equipment used to calculate the experimental performance values related to the research.

3.4.1 Voltage and current probes with oscilloscope

In order to capture changes in voltage and current during electrical discharge duration, voltage and current probes were used. All the voltage and current changes recorded through waveforms are displayed quantitatively on the oscilloscope. The electrical discharge data acquisition system consists of TektronixP5205 voltage probe, Tektronix A6302 current probe and Tektronix TDS2022 oscilloscope with sampling frequency of 2
giga-samples per second. This high sampling frequency is necessary to minimize the issue related to aliasing, especially when duration of discharge is in sub-nanosecond range. The machining parameters such as breakdown voltage, average discharge voltage, average discharge current, peak discharge current and pulse on time are the important crucial factors in better understanding the discharge mechanism and for calculation of total discharge energy in micro-EDM. These factors can be obtained through discharge voltage and discharge current waveforms captured using the voltage and current probes. These waveforms can be displayed on the oscilloscope. A typical voltage and current waveform is illustrated in figure 3.3

![Voltage and Current Waveform](image)

**Figure 3.3 Typical voltage and current waveforms**

- **a**: Breakdown Voltage
- **b**: Average discharge voltage
- **c**: Peak discharge current
- **d**: Average discharge current
The above mentioned breakdown voltage represents the voltage measured across discharge gap just before dielectric breakdown. This breakdown voltage can be equal to or smaller than the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$).

The following equations are used to compute the values of average discharge voltage and current, by time averaging total discharge voltage and current over the pulse on time.

$$V_{av} = \frac{1}{t_2 - t_1} \int_{t_1}^{t_2} V(t) \, dt$$  

(3.1)

$$I_{av} = \frac{1}{t_2 - t_1} \int_{t_1}^{t_2} I(t) \, dt$$  

(3.2)

Where $V_{av}$ represents the average discharge voltage, $I_{av}$ represents average discharge current, $V(t)$ represents voltage as function of time, $I(t)$ represent current as a function of time, $t_1$ and $t_2$ represents start and end of pulse on time respectively.

Also, the input discharge energy and measured energy can be computed using equations (3.3) and (3.4), respectively

$$E_{in} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot C \cdot V_{oc}^2$$  

(3.3)

$$E_{im} = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} V(t)I(t) \, dt$$  

(3.4)
Where $E_{in}$ represents as input discharge energy, $E_m$ represents as measured discharge energy, $C$ represents as selected capacitance and $V_{oc}$ represents as open circuit voltage.

The measured discharge energy is computed from measured discharge voltage and current waveform. This can be expressed in the discretized form and its equation is as follow.

$$E_m = \sum_{i=1}^{n} V_i I_i \Delta t$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

where

$$\Delta t = \frac{t_n - t_1}{n}$$

$V_i$ represents the discretized discharge voltage at $i^{th}$ time step, $I_i$ the discretized discharge current at $i^{th}$ time step and $n$ the total number of time steps.
CHAPTER 4

PROCESS MODELLING AND SIMULATION

This chapter presents the results of numerical simulation conducted for micro-EDM process. The first section provides the purpose of developing single electrical discharge model for micro-EDM. Afterwards, the finite element method used for modelling and simulation is explained.

4.1 Single electrical discharge model for micro-EDM

Many researchers have attempted to describe the crater formation due to single electrical discharge in micro-EDM [57, 78, 90]. However, the discharge energy level in all the models was greater than 1\(\mu\)J. The purpose of model describing micro-EDM not only used to elucidate the mechanism of material removal, it may also serve as tools to predict process performance without the need of actually performing the experiments.

4.2 Modelling with finite element method

From earlier study it is evident that the material removal mechanism in EDM is stochastic in nature and it involves combination of several disciplines such as electrodynamics,
thermodynamics and hydrodynamics [92]. It is difficult to present simple and comprehensive model explaining the nature of process in detail. To overcome these complexities arising from multi-disciplined nature of process, there is need to make simplification to thermal loading and boundary conditions while developing material removal model which can be solved either by analytical or numerical methods. Analytical approach has a limitation of applying specific thermal loading and boundary condition. However, numerical approach provide greater flexibility in applying thermal loads, boundary conditions and material properties which helps to add wide range aspects of electrical discharge erosion process in order to investigate further insights into material removal process. In addition to these benefits, numerical approach shows various isothermal lines to identify different heat affected zones [93]. Finite element method is one of the numerical analysis methodologies implemented for investing process mechanism in EDM.

4.2.1 Physical description

The material removal in electro-thermal form of EDM can be modelled as superheating of workpiece electrode by incident of plasma channel formed between two electrodes, namely tool and workpiece. This results in to formation of crater on workpiece surface through thermal melting and vaporization. In the present work, cylindrical shaped plasma channel has been assumed. Due to axisymmetric nature of heat transfer between tool electrode and workpiece, a two dimensional model is assumed in the radial and axial coordinates of coordinates of the cylindrical system as shown in figure 4.1.
EDM is a stochastic process because of the uncertainty arising due to factors such as plasma radius, shape of plasma channel heat source, energy distribution between workpiece and tool electrode. As a result it is difficult to incorporate the effect of all the parameters in the model for predicting crater size. The actual problem can be solved by making certain assumption.

Modelling involves following basic assumption were made

1. For the analysis only one spark is considered.
2. The domain is considered to be axisymmetric about r-z plane.
3. Heat transfer within workpiece surface is dissipated by conduction and by convection at workpiece-dielectric liquid interface.
4. Gaussian heat flux distribution is considered as heat source incident on the surface of workpiece material during the pulse on time.

5. The material properties of workpiece are considered as temperature independent.

6. Plasma radius is assumed to be equal to crater size.

7. The fraction of total discharge energy is distributed as heat input into workpiece; rest is lost into dielectric convection and radiation.

8. Tool and workpiece are considered to be isotropic and homogeneous in nature.

9. The ambient temperature is room temperature.

10. The transient type of analysis is considered for temperature.

11. The capacitor is fully charged and discharged during the process.

The important parameters which contribute to the accurate prediction by EDM models include amount of heat input, radius of plasma channel and the thermo-physical properties of the material. Mathematical equations of these elements are essential in thermal analysis of EDM using FEM method, which represents different aspects of electro-thermal material removal process. These equations include thermal conduction model, expression for plasma radius and heat flux.

4.2.2 Thermal conduction model

The governing equation used for heating of axisymmetric workpiece due to single spark without internal heat generation in terms of cylindrical coordinates is given by
\[ \rho C_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r k \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( k \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( C_p \) is the specific heat capacity, \( T \) is the temperature, \( t \) is the time, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity of workpiece material and \( r \) and \( z \) are coordinate axes.

### 4.2.2.1 Heat source

In the modelling of single spark discharge, different characteristics of plasma channel have been used such as shape, size and time-dependent growth [94]. The theoretical prediction of amount of heat applied to workpiece depends upon idealized geometrical shapes of plasma channel. It is found that plasma channel radius in EDM is an expanding quantity and its radius changes with time and is given by [59]

\[ R_p = k t^{3/4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

However, there is limitation for calculating this constant \( k \) in micro-EDM. Further, it was proposed that for precise simulation of electrical discharge erosion process circular shape and time dependent growth of plasma diameter should be considered [95]. Therefore, the circular shape plasma channel was assumed in finite element analysis (FEA) to simulate workpiece-material in this research work. However, measurement of plasma radius is extremely difficult due to high pulse frequency constraints [96]. It was suggested that plasma radius can be determined from crater radius [97]. Also, it was proposed that crater radius was equal to plasma radius [98]. Moreover, it was found that plasma radius becomes equal to crater radius with increase in pulse duration [13]. In present study, the
time dependent plasma radius was assumed to be constant and is equal to measured crater radius from single discharge experiment.

### 4.2.2.2 Heat flux

In the most of the published single spark mathematical modelling studies, researchers have considered uniform heat flux distribution within plasma channel transferred to workpiece. This application of uniform heat distribution on workpiece is far from reality. This facts is evidence from the temperature distribution inside the plasma channel using spectroscopy technique [94, 99]. However, some researchers [87, 89, 100] have considered Gaussian distribution of heat flux. Assuming Gaussian heat flux distribution, the expression for heat flux $q_r(r)$ at radial distance from the axis of spark is given by [96]

$$q_r(r) = q_0 \exp\left\{-4.5\left(\frac{r}{R_p}\right)^2\right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Where $q_0$ is the maximum heat flux at $(r = 0)$ which can be calculated as:

$$q_0 = \frac{4.55 F V I}{\pi R_p^2}$$

Where $F$ represents the fraction of total energy distributed to the workpiece electrode, $V$ the discharge voltage, $I$ the discharge current and $R_p$ the plasma radius. The heat flux parameters such as average discharge voltage and average discharge current can be determined empirically from discharge voltage, discharge current and pulse on time. The exponent -4.5 used in the above equation signifies that how flat the Gaussian heat flux is
With increase in the value of this exponent (0 for example) the heat flux distribution becomes very flat while for exponents lower than this value heat flux distribution is steep. The -4.5 value exponent used in the equation is in good agreement with measurement obtained using spectroscopy [94].

Fraction of total discharge energy \( F \) distributed to anode is important parameter as it determines the amount heat flux going to workpiece. It has been suggested that material properties of individual electrodes and pulse duration effect fraction total energy [96]. This fraction of energy can be determined empirically or theoretically. It was found that 34% of total energy transferred to workpiece by measuring electrode temperature during EDM process [18]. It has been estimated that 18% of total energy is distributed for EDM process [59]. It was suggested that the fraction of heat flux distributed to workpiece decreases with increase in pulse on time in micro-EDM process [101]. It was found that 10.37% of total energy is distributed to workpiece by measuring electrode temperature in micro-EDM process [102]. It was assumed 39% constant fraction of total heat flux transferred to workpiece for micro-EDM process [90]. In present work, \( F \) is taken as 0.39.

4.2.2.3 Boundary Condition

The schematic diagram of the simplified micro-EDM thermal model with applied conditions during pulse on time is shown in figure 4.2. During the pulse on time on top surface at \( Z=0 \), heat input transferred to workpiece is represented by the Gaussian heat flux distribution. This Gaussian heat flux distribution is applied up to the plasma radius \( R_p \) as shown in equation. Boundary 3 is modeled as convective boundary condition due to
the heat loss to the coolant. For other surfaces $T_2$ and $T_3$, no heat transfer occurs as they are assumed to be too far away from heat source. Due to axis symmetry of boundary $T_4$, heat transfer has been taken as zero as there is no gain or loss across this boundary. In the micro-EDM process, the workpiece is immersed in dielectric medium. Therefore an ambient temperature is applied on as initial condition to the whole domain.

Initial and boundary conditions are as follows

IC: at $t=0$

$$T(r, z, 0) = T_0$$

BC at $t \geq t_{on}$,

$$\kappa \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = q_w(r) = \frac{4B_{elec}P_{elec}d}{\pi R^2} \exp\left[-4.5 \times \left(\frac{r}{R_{sp}}\right)^2\right]$$

when $R<r$ for boundary 3

$$\kappa \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = q_w(r) = h_f (T - T_0)$$

when $R>r$ for boundary 4

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial n} = 0$$

for boundary 1, 2 and 5

Where $n$ is the normal direction on the surface, $h_f$ is coefficient of convective heat transfer at work-dielectric fluid interface and $T_0$ is the ambient temperature.

### 4.3 Numerical model

COMSOL is used to simulate a two dimensional thermal, finite element model based on heat transfer physics for of single spark micro-EDM. COMSOL is a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software package that allows user to develop 2D models with associated boundary condition. This software allows the user to define material properties and
equation within program to yield accurate representation of the problem. Comsol post-
processing function gives the user visual representation of data which helps in assessing
the results.

The heat transfer module of Comsol is used to solve heat conduction equation for the
transient response. Further, two dimensional axisymmetric geometry is created with
assumption that heat source and resulting craters are axisymmetric about the center of
circular heat source. Heat flux boundary condition was applied on boundary 3. The
second was convection boundary condition applied on boundary 4. As boundary 2 and 5
are away from the heat source, room temperature boundary conditions were assigned.
The boundary 1 which represents line of axisymmetry was considered as adiabatic
boundary condition.

The domain is considered as to be a semi infinite object in which model dimensions are
ten times the dimensions (radius and thickness) of plasma radius $R_p$, as there is no change
is found in FEM result while considering larger semi-infinite boundary conditions of the
domain.

Mapped meshing is carried out with more number of elements distributed at heat affected
zone where high gradient temperature exists as shown in figure. The FEA mesh had total
4160 elements and 16909 nodes. The size of smallest element is of order $0.2 \times 0.2 \mu m$. 
4.4 Simulation Results and discussion

In this section FEM simulation results obtained during thermal model development were presented and discussed. Samples of simulated results were illustrated.
4.4.1 Temperature distribution

Figure 4.4a and 4.4b figure show temperature variation over the pulse on time obtained on top surface at a radial distance of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) from center and at a of depth 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) from the top surface, i.e. along radial and axial directions for discharge condition I (0.1 \( \mu \text{J} \)). From the figures, the radial distance on top surface and axial distance along depth showing temperature more than melting point were selected as removed part from material. Also it can be seen that change in temperature along the radial axis and vertical axis for any point has similar trends. Due to Gaussian heat source, the temperature is highest at origin and gradually decreases with increase in distance from center. Similarly the temperature distributions resulting from simulation of single discharge at discharge condition II to VI are shown in figure 4.5 to 4.9 figure.
Figure 4.4 Temperature variation with respect to distance for discharge condition I (0.1 µJ)
Figure 4.5 Temperature variation with respect to distance for discharge condition II (0.238 μJ)
Figure 4.6 Temperature variation with respect to distance for discharge condition III (0.273 µJ)
Figure 4.7 Temperature variation with respect to distance for discharge condition IV (0.373 µJ)
Figure 4.8 Temperature variation with respect to distance for discharge condition V (0.6 μJ)
(a) Along radial axis

(b) Along vertical axis

Figure 4.9 Temperature variation with respect to distance for discharge condition VI (1.087 µJ)
The FEM simulated thermal distributions of single electrical discharge at discharge condition I to II and III to VI are shown in figure 4.10 (a) to 4.10(b) and in figure 4.11 (c) to 4.11 (f) respectively. The dotted lines represent simulated melting isotherm and solid lines represent estimated crater profiles obtained from single discharge experiments. The estimated crater profiles obtained from experiments represented by circular arcs passing through measured radius and depth values.

(a) Discharge condition I (0.1 µJ)

(b) Discharge condition II (0.238 µJ)
(c) Discharge condition III (0.273 µJ)  
(d) Discharge condition IV (0.373 µJ)  
(e) Discharge condition V (µJ)  
(f) Discharge condition VI (µJ)

Figure 4.10 Thermal distribution for heat flux on a workpiece
CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTS

This chapter covers results of single spark experiment conducted to investigate the material removal mechanism in micro-EDM. The sparks are generated to form craters with different input energies typically engaging in micro-EDM. These formed craters used mainly to compare the results obtained by FEM simulation results. In this chapter advantages of single spark experiments are explained, followed by description of experimental method. Then, the effect of different process parameter on crater geometry, morphology and discharge waveform is discussed. Final section presents model verification by comparing simulation results with experimental results.

5.1 Single Spark experiment

To understand the effect of process parameters on material removal mechanism in micro-EDM, it is meaningful to investigate crater form due to the single spark of the process, under representative machining condition. Also this crater produced by one single spark pulse helps in improving machining precision. The single spark experiment is conducted to form non-overlapping craters and also to analyze individual craters produced by respective electrical discharge condition. This might help in building relationship between each recorded current and voltage waveform with resulting crater geometry and morphology. The crater diameter can be easily identified by forming single crater on smooth surface. This not only helps in measuring crater diameter accurately but also in observing crater morphology since single crater is more clearly visible as compared to multiple overlapping craters. Thus, the single spark experiment was conducted.
5.2 Experiment Design

The single discharge experiment was performed using three capacitance and open voltage levels of C1, C2, C3 and V1, V2 and V3 with the aim of studying effect of measured discharge energies on resulting crater size and morphology. Complete set of experiment parameters used in single spark experiment as shown in Table 5.1. The specific parameters for this study are measured discharge energy. Using combination of input parameters shown in Table 5.2, experimental runs were conducted and the outputs of crater were geometry were measured and discharge waveforms were recorded.

Table 5.1 Experimental parameters for single spark experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Voltage, $V_{oc}$ (V)</td>
<td>70, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance, C(pF)</td>
<td>10, 100, 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpiece material</td>
<td>Titanium,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool electrode material</td>
<td>Tungsten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool electrode diameter ($\mu$m)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2 Input parameters for each experimental run

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Discharge Condition</th>
<th>Capacitance (pF)</th>
<th>Open Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Input Energy (µJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.0605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to start of the experiment, workpiece specimen was prepared by polishing so that small discharge craters can be distinguish from the original surface. The surface of workpiece was machined with marks in order to identify the single spark of a particular discharge condition. For each run appropriate capacitance and open circuit voltage was selected based on required input energy, defined as measured energy. To create a single spark crater, G28.1 surface detection function of micro-EDM machine was used. This geneate some sparks while touching the workpiece surface which results in formation of cluster of sparsely distributed craters on workpiece surface with resaonable consistent size and shape. Figure 5.1 shows the example of crater cluster generated using discharge condition I for micro-EDM. Out of these craters produced on workpiece surface, single
crater can be used for the analysis. During this period the occurrence of successful electric spark can be verified by recorded current and voltage waveform on the oscilloscope.

Figure 5.1 Discharge craters generated during discharge condition I

5.3 Experiment Results and Discussion

In this section, the process parameters measured from discharge current and voltage waveforms during discharge condition is discussed. In addition, the effect of discharge energy and pulse on time on crater geometry is also discussed.
5.3.1 Measurement of Process Parameters

The typical voltage and current waveforms recorded on oscilloscope during each single pulse discharge condition from I to VI are shown in Figure 5.2. From each of the waveform captured, electrical discharge information’s such as average voltage, average current and pulse on time were calculated using the equations mentioned in section 3.4.1. These average voltage and average current values during sparking can be calculated only over the portion of pulse on time durations. These values are used to calculate the fraction of energy input, defined as measured discharge energy during sparking. The calculated average voltage, average current and measured energy are shown in table 5.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discharge Condition</th>
<th>Average Discharge Voltage [V]</th>
<th>Average Discharge Current [V]</th>
<th>Pulse on time [ns]</th>
<th>Measured discharge Energy [J]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 V_{oc} 70</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 V_{oc} 110</td>
<td>31.22</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 V_{oc} 70</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>33.16</td>
<td>0.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 V_{oc} 110</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>36.96</td>
<td>0.373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 V_{oc} 70</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 V_{oc} 110</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.2 Waveform at various discharge conditions
The size and shape of craters generated under different discharge conditions is measured using the Nanoscope IIIa-phase atomic force microscope (AFM). AFM uses J-type scanner head at tapping mode, scanning rate and resolution. This measured crater size for different discharge conditions is compared with predicted model.

The AFM height map, AFM 3D image and cross-section of craters generated under micro-EDM discharge conditions from I to VI is shown in Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.8 respectively. The visual assessment of crater morphology produced under different discharge condition can be done using AFM height map and AFM 3D image. The crater cross section profile which is obtained from AFM data is used to measure crater diameter and depth.
Figure 5.3 Experimental crater formed under Discharge condition I (0.1\mu J)
Figure 5.4 Experimental crater formed under Discharge condition II (0.238 µJ)
Figure 5.5 Experimental crater formed under Discharge condition III (0.273 $\mu$J)
Figure 5.6 Experimental crater formed under Discharge condition IV (0.373 µJ)
Figure 5.7 Experimental crater formed under Discharge condition V (0.6 µJ)
Figure 5.8 Experimental crater formed under Discharge condition VI (1.087 µJ)
As shown in Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.8, all the craters produced with a depressed center for discharge condition from I to IV. This crater morphology may be created by superheating of molten material within the crater due to the high pressure of plasma channel [58][103].

5.3.2 Effect of discharge Energy on crater Geometry

As seen from cross sectional profile of crater (also from Figure 5.9 and 5.10) for discharge condition I to VI, the crater diameter and crater depth increases with increase in measured discharge energy. When the discharge energy is 0.1, 0.238, 0.273, 0.373, 0.6 \(\mu\)J, crater radius is 1.39, 1.59, 1.73, 2.2, 2.48 \(\mu\)m and peak crater depth is around 0.181, 0.192, 0.25, 0.27, 0.33, 0.36 \(\mu\)m.

Figure 5.9 Effect of measured discharge energy on crater diameter
5.3.3 Effect of Pulse on Time on Crater Geometry

Figure 5.11 and 5.12 show the effect of pulse on time on crater radius and crater depth respectively. Crater diameter and crater depth increases with increase in pulse on time.

Figure 5.10 Effect of measured discharge energy on crater depth

Figure 5.11 Effect of Pulse on time on Crater Diameter
5.4 Model Verification

In this section predictive results of model obtained through simulation in previous chapter were compared with the experimental data. Table 5.3 presents the machining conditions. The model was verified for different discharge energy.

Figure 5.12 (a) and 5.12 (b) shows the comparison of simulated radius and depth values with experimental crater radius and depth values. The model estimates crater radius values within the range of measured values for all experiments. However, model overestimates crater depth values for all experimental discharge conditions considered. This overestimates in crater depth values might be due to the inability of collapsing plasma channel to eject all the molten material.
Figure 5.13 Comparison of predicted and experimental crater geometries

(a) Crater radius

(b) Crater depth
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

A predictive model based on heat transfer principles was developed for estimating the crater geometry during single spark machining for micro-EDM process. This model is solved by finite element method. This model used a Gaussian distribution of heat source, constant plasma radius and is equal to measured crater size, temperature dependant material properties to perform transient thermal analysis in order to predict crater geometry, temperature distribution on the workpiece at different energy level. This model assumed that the material was removed when its temperature exceeds the melting temperature during pulse on time. Experimental crater geometries measured by atomic force microscope (AFM) were compared with the simulation crater geometries.

1. Crater radius and crater depth are proportional to discharge energy level.

2. In temperature distribution simulation, there is rapid increase in temperature on the workpiece surface as compared to workpiece beneath the top surface. Also the maximum temperature in simulation is higher than melting temperature which supports the assumption that the certain part is removed whose temperature is higher than melting temperature.
3. As the simulated crater radius values for different discharge energy level (less than µJ) were found to be in agreement with measured experimental values. The assumptions made in this simulation approach such as constant plasma radius and is equal to measured crater radius, Gaussian distribution of heat source and fraction of total energy transferred to workpiece were proved to be reasonable.

4. Simulation results overestimates crater depth value for different discharge energy level due to the inability of collapsing plasma channel to eject all the molten material.

6.2 Recommendations for future work

1. This model is highly dependent on the empirical value of crater radius. Further experimental study should be done in order to approximate time dependant plasma radius over wider discharge energy input range.

2. Incorporating the time dependant plasma radius, effect of plasma pressure and enthalpy of material will give better simulation model in understanding the crater formation for a single discharge micro-EDM.

3. Further work can be done by extending the single discharge theory and incorporating a plasma flushing efficiency to simulate multi sparking phenomena in micro-EDM. This will give better prediction of performance measures such as crater geometry, surface roughness and recast layer thickness and also more appropriate description of process mechanism in micro-EDM.
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